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Many thanks to Ms. Angie Bailey and her DHS CHCO team for assisting the Coast
Guard in getting the contract awarded within the 60 day timeline stipulated in the
legislation.
o A second NAPA study, also costing approximately $800K, will begin in April 2022 to assess the
Academy’s admissions process.
o The NAPA panel has requested to meet with Coast Guard and Academy principals on 10 May
for an introductory meeting.
o NAPA will want to engage with both the BOT and the Board of Visitors (BOV) as part of their
study.
Diversity Stewardship Action Plan (DSFAP) and the Supt’s Equity Advisory Council (SEAC)
o The BOT noted and appreciated work on CGA’s DSFAP and gave feedback to edit the document
to better align with the Coast Guard’s DIAP and to focus on diversity and inclusion vice racial
equity.


•

Good Order and Discipline – Sexual Assault & Harassment Cases
•

•
•
•

•
•

CGA’s SJA provided the BOT a brief on recent sexual assault and harassment trends for awareness on
numbers and types of cases. There is an increased awareness of complaint recognition mechanisms at
the Academy, and the SJA is focused on making sure that resolution and accountability procedures and
policies are explicitly followed.
Sexual Assault cases since 2019: 6 Article 32 USCMJ hearings; 2 Article 15 UCMJ NJPs, 1 general
court martial.
1 AHHI complaint every 5 days
o An average of 72 admin investigations per year
The number of reports of discrimination at CGA have risen steadily in the past four years and are on
track to do so again this year. While further research would be needed to determine the reason or reasons
behind the rise, the increase itself does not indicate that more discrimination is occurring. The rise in
numbers could be associated with better awareness on how to report and resolve a complaint, as well as
trust in the command to receive a report and respond appropriately. Given the increased external
scrutiny at CGA and the emphasis of the Coast Guard and CGA in particular on handling the
complaints, both are likely factors in the increasing numbers.
o 2016 – 16 cases
o 2017 – 8 cases
o 2018 – 15 cases
o 2019 – 24 cases
o 2020 – 58 cases
o 2021 – 16 cases so far and on pace to meet or exceed 2020’s numbers
Efforts are being undertaken at the Academy to decrease sexual assault numbers and for cadets to use
conflict resolution at the lowest level possible before a situation fully develops to assault.
The new victim advocate (VA) arriving at the Academy will allow the SARC to focus solely on
prevention. Prevention efforts will be focused on :
o Peer leadership and training on the continuum of harm (sexual harassment can often lead to
sexual assault if there is no intervention)
o Using the 1/c to talk to the 4/c about sexual harassment and assault; challenging 1/c cadets with
the responsibility of leading the charge against these types of harmful behaviors
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o Looking to cadet peer leaders to hold discussions because the SARC has observed that constant
warnings about sexual assault from CGA leadership, faculty, and staff does not resonate with
cadets
Cadet Capstone Presentations
•

In alignment with the Coast Guard’s Strategic Vision for the Coast Guard Academy, cadet capstone
projects provide an excellent connection to the Service. The projects are a pathway for cadets to interact
with Coast Guard units and provide a valuable and useful product to a Coast Guard “client.” The BOT
received briefs on six different cadet capstone projects from the 2020-2021 academic year.
o D17 and Offshore Lightering: The cadets developed a risk calculator for offshore lightering
operations that will incentivize increased response capabilities within industry.
o Analysis of Standardized Tests in the Prediction of Cadet Success: The cadets used statistical
methods and data disaggregated by race and sex to see if standardized test scores predicted
outcomes in graduation rates, GPA, and the military precedence average (MPA) for the
Academy Admissions Office.
o OILMAP/GRS (Sectors Del Bay, SE New England, LI Sound, and D9): The cadets used
OILMAP to develop a single value metric to assess the impact of different geographic response
strategies (GRS) so that Federal On-Scene Coordinators (FOSC) can have a quantitative
approach to assess trade-offs in oil spill response planning.
o Small Icebreaker Design (SIB-70X) for CG-4 and SFLC: The cadets designed a smaller ice
breaker to fulfill the mission of the Bay Class cutters while incurring lower acquisition and
lifecycle costs.
o Seagoing Vessel Control Environment Laboratory Resource (SVCELR) for CG Cyber and
C5I Service Center: The goal of this project was to create a platform that demonstrated the
vulnerabilities in electronic navigation and machinery equipment used across the maritime
industry. The platform will be capable of training security teams on maritime network security
and exploitation.
o Design of best management practices (BMP) to meet Training Center Yorktown’s storm
water permit requirements: The cadet team worked with facilities engineers at TRACEN
Yorktown to assess the current state of storm water pollution abatement and provide practices for
improving watershed quality. The team will present BMPs to include biofiltration, swales,
porous pavement, and non-structural prevention and maintenance practices.

PCTS Analysis
•

•
•
•

As directed by the Coast Guard’s Strategic Vision for the Coast Guard Academy, DCMS-5 worked with
FC-PRC to look at the PCTS program and the mix of civilian, rotating military, and permanent military
faculty at the Academy:
2.1.4. Assess the existing Academy faculty balance and determine the desired endstate of professional educators and active duty instructors, to include an
evaluation of the Permanent Commissioned Teaching Staff program.
FC-PRC delivered a brief and draft final copy of their report to the BOT.
The BOT posed many deliberative questions to the FC team and will schedule an intersessional meeting
to review this report again and explore the topic more deeply.
This report may not be the only effort undertaken to achieve this directive in the Strategic Vision.
Additional steps may be required to ascertain that the Academy has the right faculty balance.
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CGA Campaign Plan
•
•

•
•

Led by Mr. Curry, the BOT recommended that the Academy initiate an infrastructure campaign plan
with guidance from Senior Executives in the Service.
The BOT recommended that the Academy:
o Identify their full infrastructure requirements, to include possibly expanding the footprint of
CGA, in order to truly meet the Service’s needs and elevate the Coast Guard Academy as a
competitive STEM institution of choice to a diverse candidate pool.
o Create an installation development plan based on the requirements.
o Created a multi-year, multi-phased sequence with a resource dollar amount tied to each fiscal
year in order to carry out the plan.
Mr. Curry used Base Charleston as an example of how this type of plan has been achieved recently.
RDML Fedor also emphasized taking advantage of legislators’ unfunded priority lists (UPLs) to execute
some immediate infrastructure needs.

Coast Guard Academy Alumni Association and Coast Guard Foundation Presidents
•

•
•

The BOT invited CGA Alumni Association (CGAAA) President Andrea Marcille and VADM Manson
Brown to discuss their intent with regards to recent articles in The Bulletin and other recent equity
efforts of the CGAAA.
o This incredibly rich discussion created better alignment between CGAAA, CGA, and the BOT.
o Most notably, VADM Brown noted that the efforts were not an attempt to disparage CGA but
rather to create the space to have tough conversations, promote awareness within the association,
and build CGAAA into a racially equitable group. The intent was to point out the treatments,
policies, and practices at CGA not to make a statement on the institution itself.
o The BOT left with a better understanding of CGAAA’s intent and purpose in highlighting certain
narratives in recent editions of The Bulletin. CGAAA agreed that the Coast Guard and CGA are
responsible to affect cultural change at CGA and acknowledge that much progress has been
made in the decades since the period highlighted in The Bulletin. Diversity and inclusion efforts
will be better aligned going forward.
Coast Guard Foundation (CGF) President Susan Ludwig presented on funding sources and fundraising
challenges and opportunities during COVID.
Both CGAAA and CGF stated that they were pleased to have the Business Ops Division director on
board. Ms. Sarah Price will interface with both organizations to articulate CGA needs and track
requirements of CGA thru non-appropriated funding sources.

Committee Outbriefs
•

Leadership and Pro Dev: RDML Allan briefed that the committee would be working with CG-7 to
help the Commandant of Cadets identify requirements for the campaign infrastructure plan.
Additionally, the committee continues work on the Fleet Ready Ensign (FRE) Study results and plans to
reach out to OPM to incorporate OERs into this effort. Finally the committee articulated the need for an
endowment or AFC-45 support for maintenance on the training vessel Schuman.
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•

•

•

•

•

Resources: RDML Fedor articulated that the current UPL trifold that CGA developed was solely
focused on physical infrastructure needs but that it would be important to incorporate strategic program
needs as well. The CGA Cyber Major is a prime example of a strategic effort that requires further
resources and would be appropriate for the trifold. RDML Fedor also noted the committee’s excitement
to have the Business Ops Director on board to have a more strategic and focused approach to nonappropriated funding streams for the Academy.
Admissions and D&I: RADM Johnston briefed the BOT on the importance of using the NAPA
cultural competence study to advocate for all the D&I initiatives that are happening at the Academy. He
also noted that the BOT should be interviewed by the NAPA panel for the study. Finally, RADM
Johnston noted that the candidate pool for the Class of 2025 is the most diverse pool that CGA has ever
had.
Athletics: RADM Nunan highlighted the Athletic Division’s awards and accomplishments over the last
year, both on and off the field, with a focus on diversity. Additionally the committee discussed the
rollout of notifications of the Rifle and Pistol team being downgraded to a club sport. Finally, RADM
Nunan advocated for a legislative change proposal which will provide additional funding streams for
CGA which will put CGA on par with other service academies.
Academic Affairs: RADM Dermanelian discussed academic reorganization ideas and the need to
include the new Provost in the decision making process once he or she is onboard. Additionally RADM
Dermanelian highlighted the need to fill the Cyber Major positions so that the program can achieve
accreditation in 2023. The committee emphasized the need to update the Civilian Faculty Pay,
Promotion and Tenure Policy for faculty retention, future accreditation, and equitability. Dean Colella
will be focusing on this effort prior to his retirement. Finally RADM Dermanelian highlighted the need
to take a look at CGA’s mission statement, as directed by the NECHE accreditation, to incorporate the
core value of respect.
Strategy: RADM Johnston stated that the infrastructure campaign plan will be the major focus for the
Strategy Committee over the next 10+ years. Strategy will be the integrator of all committees and facets
of the plan. Strategy will also have the lead on the cross-pollination of action items from the NECHE
accreditation, Strategic Vision, FRE study, and the PCTS Analysis. Additionally the Strategy
Committee should help develop strategy as to how to best employ the Board of Visitors with positive
engagements with the Coast Guard Academy.

Faculty & Staff Outbrief
As BOT Chair, RADM Thomas presented faculty and staff with an outbrief of the fall BOT meeting both in
person and virtually via Microsoft Teams. Additionally, all BOT members were present. There were over 50
faculty and staff attendees virtually and approximately 20 in the audience. There were few questions from
faculty and staff but two members specifically focused on continued requests to release the Culture of Respect
Report from 2015.
Board Membership
•
•
•
•

RADM Thomas will be departing as BOT Chair after this meeting. RADM Nunan will act as the
temporary Chair.
Ms. Angela Bailey, DHS CHCO, will be departing the Board after this meeting.
BOT members recommended keeping a DHS representative on the BOT. The BOT Chair will approach
Ms. Stacy Marcott, Deputy Chief Financial Officer at DHS, to gauge her interest in Board membership.
RADM Johnston will be departing CG-9 but will remain a member of the BOT.
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•
•
•

RADM Fears will be departing after this meeting and will be replaced by RDML Clendenin.
Mr. Jim Losi will serve an additional five year term on the BOT as the Auxiliary representative.
RADM Schneider will remain as a member of the BOT indefinitely.

Future Meetings
•
•

The Summer BOT Call will be held virtually Wednesday 30 June 2021 1300-1400 EST on Microsoft
Teams.
The Fall BOT meeting will be held at the Coast Guard Academy Tuesday through Thursday 19-21
October 2021.

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Kelly, William G RADM
Wednesday, July 21, 2021 5:17 PM
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Wester, Richard J CAPT; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

RE: Para. 3.E.8.e.3 Notification of FAM
20210721 - Final Action Memo (AHHI).pdf

I acknowledge receipt of the attached FAM.
Thank you for the work on this.
v/r
RADM Bill Kelly
Superintendent, U. S. Coast Guard Academy
(w) 860‐444‐8285
(c) 703‐340‐7904
mail: william.g.kelly@uscg.mil

Developing Leaders of Character for Service to our Nation

From: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Sent: Wednesday, July 21, 2021 3:20 PM
To: Kelly, William G RADM <William.G.Kelly@uscg.mil>
Cc: Wester, Richard J CAPT <Richard.J.Wester@uscg.mil>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Subject: Para. 3.E.8.e.3 Notification of FAM
Admiral,
Good afternoon, sir. Attached to this email please find a final action memo (FAM) for an investigation completed by
CGIS. As you know, the investigation looked into CGA’s former CMC’s unduly personal, physical contact with multiple
members assigned to the CGA.
Para. 3.E.8.e.3 of COMDTINST M5350.4(series) requires that a copy of the FAM and the underlying investigation be
forwarded to you; however, since you have already reviewed the investigation I am not attaching same to this email.

1

Per your direction, CAPT Wester has analyzed the entirety of the CGIS ROI under AHHI policy and determined that
certain conduct described in the ROI meets the definition of prohibited harassment, but not sexual harassment. The
reasoning is set forth in the attached FAM. Since CMC has already been relieved, no further action is being taken by the
command.
At this time, I respectfully request that you acknowledge receipt and indicate that you have considered the investigation
and final action pursuant to para. 3.E.8.e.3 of COMDTINST M5350.4(series). Thank you, sir.
Very Respectfully,
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Assistant Staff Judge Advocate
U.S. Coast Guard Academy
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

NOTICE: This e‐mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or Privacy Act sensitive. Any such
information should be considered to be FOUO. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this e‐mail without
forwarding or copying and notify me immediately.

2

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Wester, Richard J CAPT USCG CG ACADEMY (USA)

Kelly, William G RADM USCG CG ACADEMY (USA)
RE: Action (USCGA) Q&A#14554 "Command Master Chief Investigation" | CST (maj)
Friday, July 23, 2021 7:57:17 AM

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Sir:
(b) (b) and I anticipated that CST would also request the CGIS investigation, which CG-LGL is
(6)
(6) to provide.
prepared

I’ll make sure to coordinate with LGL on the response to this inquiry; I expect that this will be a
coordinated effort.
v/r,
SJA
From: Wester, Richard J CAPT USCG CG ACADEMY (USA) <Richard.J.Wester@uscg.mil>
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2021 7:30 AM
To: Kelly, William G RADM USCG CG ACADEMY (USA) <William.G.Kelly@uscg.mil>
Cc: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Subject: FW: Action (USCGA) Q&A#14554 "Command Master Chief Investigation" | CST (maj)
Admiral: below fysa. Of note, “staff is incredulous as to how this could not be sexual harassment and
will want to compare the conduct against the Coast Guard’s definition.”
SJA: thoughts on how we comply with this being a CGIS investigation?
Thx
v/r,
rjw
From: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Sent: Thursday, July 22, 2021 8:28 PM
To: HQS-DG-LST-CG-1-USCGA-SP <HQS-DG-LST-CG-1-USCGA-SP@uscg.mil>
Cc: HQS-DG-lst-CG-823-CA <HQS-DG-lst-CG-823-CA@uscg.mil>
Subject: Action (USCGA) Q&A#14554 "Command Master Chief Investigation" | CST (maj)
Good Afternoon ,
(please use HTML)

Informal Inquiries (or Q&As) are questions primarily posed by Congressional Members or their staffs
(but may also come from other sources). The established “Q&A-Process” enables the Coast Guard to
respond in a timely manner to a wide range of pressing questions, ensuring information provided to
the requestor is consistent w/Coast Guard policies/previous responses. The process enables
Congress to obtain information (often on very specific issues) w/out having to convene
Congressional Hearings or initiate Formal Inquires. It also ensures widespread Coast Guard-visibility
on Congressional concerns, and enables the Service to maintain a historical database of previous
Q&A-responses provided to Congress and other outside inquirers.
REQUESTOR: CST (maj)
TIMELINE: Response is due by 1200, 29 July 2021
BACKGROUND: Upon making notifications regarding the permanent relief of primary duties of
the CGA Command Master Chief, CST(maj) requested the investigation and associated
documents related to the relief. They are particularly interested in knowing more about the
underlying conduct. Based on the information they have previously received regarding this case

from unknown sources, staff is incredulous as to how this could not be sexual harassment and
will want to compare the conduct against the Coast Guard’s definition. The staff also wants to
understand for how long this conduct took place and whether it was an ongoing problem.
ASSIGNMENT:
(USCGA) Q&A#14554: [Link]

1) Provide the investigation and associated documents related to this relief.
2) Provide a follow-up brief to discuss the documents.

If there are any questions regarding this inquiry, please contact the External Coordination Division
(CG-823) at [HQS-DG-LST-CG-823-CA@uscg.mil].
Thank you!
(b) (6),
(b) (7)(C)

Chief, External Coordination Division
COMDT CG-823
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Thomas, Paul F RADM
Kelly, William G RADM; Nunan, Joanna M RADM
RE: Bystander Intervention Training for S-Division personnel
Thursday, June 10, 2021 7:26:46 AM
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Thanks Bill,
This is a tough one. Subtle signs that are clear in retrospect, but are really only apparent when you
add up many little things.
From: Kelly, William G RADM <William.G.Kelly@uscg.mil>
Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2021 5:18 AM
To: Thomas, Paul F RADM <Paul.F.Thomas@uscg.mil>; Nunan, Joanna M RADM
<Joanna.M.Nunan@uscg.mil>
Subject: FW: Bystander Intervention Training for S-Division personnel
Paul, Jo
Good morning
FYI – as an by-product of the CMC issue we will be holding Bystander Intervention training today for
our Front Office and S division staff. We all own a piece of this and I’m confident we’ll have a
productive session this morning.
Thanks
Bill
v/r
RADM Bill Kelly
Superintendent, U. S. Coast Guard Academy
(w) 860-444-8285
(c) 703-340-7904
mail: william.g.kelly@uscg.mil

Developing Leaders of Character for Service to our Nation
USCGA_logo_mini

From: Wester, Richard J CAPT <Richard.J.Wester@uscg.mil>
Sent: Wednesday, June 9, 2021 11:58 PM
To: Kelly, William G RADM <William.G.Kelly@uscg.mil>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6),
(b)(b)
(7)
(C)
(6),
(b) (7)
(b)
(6)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Cc: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Subject: RE: Bystander Intervention Training for S-Division personnel
Admiral/Team: Reminder that our BIT training will be 1030-1200 today in Upper Lounge of Leamy.
Pls pass the work to your respective folks.
See you then,
Thx
rjw

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kelly, William G RADM

(b) (6), (b) (7) Wester, Richard J CAPT
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) ; (b) (6), (b) (7)
RE: CG-3307 - CMC RFC
Thursday, July 15, 2021 4:10:00 PM
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Thanks(b)
We will(6)
ensure alignment and I’ll ask the SJA to join me when I present the PG7 to the member.
Thanks
v/r
RADM Bill Kelly
Superintendent, U. S. Coast Guard Academy
(w) 860-444-8285
(c) 703-340-7904
mail: william.g.kelly@uscg.mil

Developing Leaders of Character for Service to our Nation
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From: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2021 10:39 AM
To: Kelly, William G RADM <William.G.Kelly@uscg.mil>; Wester, Richard J CAPT
<Richard.J.Wester@uscg.mil>
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Cc: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Subject: CG-3307 - CMC RFC
Admiral and CAPT,
Good morning. I spoke with legal counsel for PSC yesterday evening WRT documenting the RFC in
the 3307 as required by CG PSC Memo 161 dtd 09 Jul 2021. The 3307 simply needs to inform the
member of the RFC and does not need to include any additional details. As such, I have prepared the
attached 3307 for your review and consideration based on a template provided by PSC. (Please note
that the dates need to be adjusted and OSCM’s EMPLID needs to be inputted.)
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns, sir.
Very Respectfully,
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Assistant Staff Judge Advocate
U.S. Coast Guard Academy
Office: (b) (6), (b) (7)
(6), (b) (7)
Cell: (b)(C)
(C)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

NOTICE: This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or Privacy Act sensitive.
Any such information should be considered to be FOUO. If you are not the intended recipient, please
delete this e-mail without forwarding or copying and notify me immediately.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Vanderhaden, Jason M MCPOCG
Kelly, William G RADM
RE: CGA - CMC
Thursday, May 27, 2021 10:24:37 PM
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Good Evening Admiral,
Thank you for the update, I suspected he would be hurt. Hopefully he can reflect on both the
good he achieved and perhaps areas of improvement and move on to his next life journey in a
pragmatic way.
V/r
Jason

From: Kelly, William G RADM <William.G.Kelly@uscg.mil>
Date: Wednesday, May 26, 2021, 8:47 PM
To: Vanderhaden, Jason M MCPOCG <Jason.M.Vanderhaden@uscg.mil>
Subject: RE: CGA - CMC

We chatted with him today.
He’s taking it very hard, but he appears to be ok.
Surrounded by family.
Thanks again
v/r
RADM Bill Kelly
Superintendent, U. S. Coast Guard Academy
(w) 860-444-8285
(c) 703-340-7904
mail: william.g.kelly@uscg.mil

Developing Leaders of Character for Service to our Nation
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From: Vanderhaden, Jason M MCPOCG <Jason.M.Vanderhaden@uscg.mil>
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2021 8:49 AM
To: Kelly, William G RADM <William.G.Kelly@uscg.mil>; Thomas, Paul F RADM
<Paul.F.Thomas@uscg.mil>
Cc: Wester, Richard J CAPT <Richard.J.Wester@uscg.mil>
Subject: RE: CGA - CMC

Good Morning Admiral,
I appreciate the heads up and no questions from me.
V/r
Jmv
From: Kelly, William G RADM <William.G.Kelly@uscg.mil>
Date: Wednesday, May 26, 2021, 3:38 AM
To: Thomas, Paul F RADM <Paul.F.Thomas@uscg.mil>, Vanderhaden, Jason M MCPOCG
<Jason.M.Vanderhaden@uscg.mil>
Cc: Wester, Richard J CAPT <Richard.J.Wester@uscg.mil>
Subject: CGA - CMC

Paul, MCPOCG
Good morning
I spoke with PSC yesterday and I plan to meet with CMC VerHulst today to inform him of my
intention to refer a recommendation to PSC for PRFC.
Available to discuss if needed.
V/r
Bill
V/R
RADM Bill Kelly
Superintendent
U.S. Coast Guard Academy

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Wester, Richard J CAPT
Kelly, William G RADM
(b) (6), (b) (7) ; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
FW: CGA CMC Holding Statement
Tuesday, April 27, 2021 9:15:18 PM

Admiral: Per below, looks like that is the RTQ statement they want us to make if asked – looks similar
to the statement you made to the SLT/Chiefs Mess. (b) can correct me if I’m wrong, but sounded
(6)a couple days – so below would be our
like military.com reporter stated that he’d call back in
response.
Assuming that happens, we may get some folks accusing us as not being fully transparent – with the
campus finding out these additional details via the media vice via us. But if we push this out to the
campus, it would get leaked – certainly not RTQ as intended….
v/r,
Rick
From: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2021 7:06 PM
To: Hickey, Jon P RDML <Jon.P.Hickey@uscg.mil>; Thomas, Paul F RADM
<Paul.F.Thomas@uscg.mil>; Kelly, William G RADM <William.G.Kelly@uscg.mil>; Fedor, Mark J RDML
<Mark.J.Fedor@uscg.mil>; Barata, David C CAPT <David.C.Barata@uscg.mil>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
>; Moorlag, Matthew J CAPT <Matthew.J.Moorlag@uscg.mil>; (b) (6),
(b) (7)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Raymond, Joe W CAPT
<Michael.W.Raymond@uscg.mil>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Rothrock,
Gregory C CAPT <Gregory.C.Rothrock@uscg.mil>; Day, Michael H CAPT <Michael.H.Day@uscg.mil>;
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

; Platt, Michael E CAPT <Michael.E.Platt@uscg.mil>; (b) (6),
Wester, Richard J CAPT <Richard.J.Wester@uscg.mil>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(b) (7)
(C)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

; Lederer, Calvin M SES <Calvin.M.Lederer@uscg.mil>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Cc: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Subject: CGA CMC Holding Statement
Good day Admirals,
The following is the CCG approved holding statement for RTQ only.

The Coast Guard Investigative Service (CGIS) is conducting an investigation into
alleged inappropriate conduct by Master Chief Brett VerHulst, assigned as the
Command Master Chief (CMC) at the Coast Guard Academy.
The Coast Guard cannot provide details at this time in order to preserve the integrity
of the investigation and to protect the Coast Guard’s ability to take appropriate final
action.
Pending the outcome of the investigation, CMC VerHulst has been temporarily

removed from his position.
--------------------------------------------

For the committee:
The Coast Guard will notify the Committee upon completion of the Convening
Authority’s final action on the case.
Very Respectfully,
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

ATL Program Reviewer
Office of Budget & Programs (CG-821)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

Kelly, William G RADM
Vanderhaden, Jason M MCPOCG; Thomas, Paul F RADM; Gilreath, Shannon N RDML
Wester, Richard J CAPT; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
CGA CMC Resignation / TRFC
Tuesday, April 27, 2021 5:14:00 AM
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High

Good morning
At 0830 this morning CMC VerHulst will submit his resignation to me due to an ongoing investigation
at CGA. I will also present him a TRFC memo at the same time.
PSC-epm advised us to submit the TRFC even though the mbr plans to resign, I concur fully with that
advice.
We will backfill internally as we await the outcome of the investigation and the arrival of MCPO
(b) (6), this June.
(b)
(7)(C)
I will
send a brief note to our community and will ask (b) (6), to send the same note to our BOT.
(b) (7)(C)
Standing by for any questions or concerns.
v/r
RADM Bill Kelly
Superintendent, U. S. Coast Guard Academy
(w) 860-444-8285
(c) 703-340-7904
mail: william.g.kelly@uscg.mil
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kelly, William G RADM
Wester, Richard J CAPT; (b) (6), (b)
CMC
Sunday, April 18, 2021 8:47:03 PM
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(7)(C)

Folks
Just thinking about this all weekend. We probably need to think through the following … at a
minimum:
- How we communicate to CMC
- How we communicate to the Chief’s Mess
- Comms with SLT
- Comms with community/cadets
- Engage with EPM on potential to temporary relief of primary duties.
Do we need to communicate at this point? Victim is not going to provide a statement?
Is there something there, do we need to take action before we get the investigation from CGIS?
How do we ensure victim is safe?
Just a couple of thoughts – I’m sure you guys have thought through a bunch more…
Let’s find a moment to discuss on Monday.
v/r
RADM Bill Kelly
Superintendent, U. S. Coast Guard Academy
(w) 860-444-8285
(c) 703-340-7904
mail: william.g.kelly@uscg.mil

Developing Leaders of Character for Service to our Nation
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Wester, Richard J CAPT
Kelly, William G RADM
(b) (6), (b) (7) ; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
draft statement
Tuesday, April 27, 2021 2:55:19 PM
High

Admiral: Congressional staffs are getting incorrect word that we are covering up a sexual assault. At
the urging of CG-092 (CAPT Moorlag), we drafted the following for your consideration – CG-092 will
then forward to CAPT Raymond. CCG may be slated to testify on something else tomorrow….
“This is an ongoing investigation, but at this time, the investigated behavior does not appear to be
criminal, including sexual assault. He has been temporarily reassigned to the Coast Guard Research
and Development Center. Once the investigation is complete and appropriate actions are taken,
we’d be happy to brief interested staffs.”
V/r,
CAPT Rick Wester
Assistant Superintendent
U. S. Coast Guard Academy
(860) 444-8286

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wester, Richard J CAPT
Kelly, William G RADM
FW: Request for Permanent Relief For Cause
Thursday, June 10, 2021 9:43:52 PM

Admiral: FYSA
v/r,
Rick
From: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2021 1:40 PM
To: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Cc: Wester, Richard J CAPT <Richard.J.Wester@uscg.mil>; Carter, Jonathan A CAPT
<Jonathan.A.Carter@uscg.mil>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
; (b) (6), (b) (7)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(C) (b) (6),
(b) (7)(C)

Subject: RE: Request for Permanent Relief For Cause
CDR,
Received and will go in to processing. Please allow 15 business days for a response.
Very Respectfully,
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

PSC epm-2 Enlisted Assignments
Central Assignment Coordinator (CAC I) BM, ME & GM
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

From: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2021 1:26 PM
To: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Cc: Wester, Richard J CAPT <Richard.J.Wester@uscg.mil>; Carter, Jonathan A CAPT
(b) (6), (b) (7)
<Jonathan.A.Carter@uscg.mil>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(C) (b) (6),
( ) (7)(C)

Subject: Request for Permanent Relief For Cause
(b) (6),
(b)
(7)(C)
Good
afternoon. Please find RADM Kelly’s request to PSC-EPM to permanently relieve OSCM Brett

VerHulst as the Command Master Chief (CMC) for the Coast Guard Academy (CGA) attached to this
email. I have also attached the enclosures referenced in the request memo as well as copied (b)
(6),
, OSCM VerHulst’s defense counsel.
(b)
Thank you.
v/r,
(b) (6), (b) (7)
(C)
Staff Judge Advocate

United States Coast Guard Academy
15 Mohegan Ave
New London, CT 06320
Desk Phone: (b) (6), (b) (7)
(C)

Cell Phone: (b) (6), (b) (7)
(C)

The SUPT’s message to the Chief’s mess was exactly he same. He did not mention he TRFC aspect,
only the resignation piece which was suitable for that audience.
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Command Master Chief
Leadership Development Center
School Chief
Senior Enlisted Leadership Course
☎: (b) (6), (b) (7)
(C)

From: Wester, Richard J CAPT <Richard.J.Wester@uscg.mil>
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2021 2:34 PM
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
To: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Cc: Waters, Aaron E CAPT <Aaron.E.Waters@uscg.mil>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Subject: RE: Important Message from the Superintendent
(b) : CMC submitted his resignation at the same time the SUPT imposed the TRFC. EPM did not
(6)
object to this course of action (i.e., CMC’s submission of his resignation) so long as it was

accompanied by the TRFC documentation in order to enable EPM to maintain awareness regarding
the temporary relief of a gold badge.   I believe what the Supt stated at SLT was that CMC had
submitted his resignation and was involved in an ongoing investigation and that an email would be
going out to the campus with more general info around noon. Neither the email nor the SLT
notification mentioned the TRFC, but that package will be routed to EPM after CGA receipt of CMC’s
TRFC acknowledgement memo. CGA has also adopted an RTQ approach for this matter and will
simply indicate that the Coast Guard does not comment on ongoing personnel matters, if asked.
(b) (b)
: Supt intended to say the same thing to the chiefs mess as he did to the SLT – is the
(6)
(6)
above what he passed at the mess?

Thx
v/r,
rjw
From: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2021 12:44 PM
To: Wester, Richard J CAPT <Richard.J.Wester@uscg.mil>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Cc: Waters, Aaron E CAPT <Aaron.E.Waters@uscg.mil>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Subject: FW: Important Message from the Superintendent
Good afternoon Gentlemen:

Unfortunately, the LDC CO was not able attend this morning’s SLT due to OCS panels. To ensure
messaging is standardized and to dispel false narratives…
Our personnel heard that CMC’s resignation coincided with a RFC. I understand that this
information may have come from outside/higher up? There is no need for LDC to be any more
engaged than necessary (mostly a consolidated mess issue) and we will endeavor to move forward
from this unfortunate chapter post haste. To counter/shutdown false information and rumors,
please let CO, me, or (b) (b)
know so that we can correct the record/rumors as appropriate.
(6)

(6)

Good luck and best wishes.     
Very respectfully,
XO
(b) (b) (6), (b) (7)
(6)
(C) Officer
Executive

U.S. Coast Guard Leadership Development Center
37 Mohegan Avenue
New London, CT 06320
Desk: (b) (6), (b) (7)
(C)(6), (b) (7)
Cell: (b)
(C)

From: Wester, Richard J CAPT <Richard.J.Wester@uscg.mil>
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2021 12:16 PM
To: CGA-DG-CGAcademy <CGA-DG-CGAcademy@uscg.mil>
Cc: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Subject: Important Message from the Superintendent
FORWARDED on behalf of the Superintendent
CGA Community:
Good afternoon. For your awareness, Master Chief Brett VerHulst has resigned his duties as the CGA
(b) (6), (b) (7) will be the Interim CMC until the
CMC this morning, effective immediately. (b)
(6)
(C) He is copied on this email, and he can be
(b)
(6),
(b)
(b)
(6),
(b)
(7)
arrival of
this summer.
(7)(C)
(C)
reached 24/7 at the following number: (b) (6), (b) (7)
(C)

Appreciate your continued support of each other and our mission.
v/r
RADM Bill Kelly
Superintendent, U. S. Coast Guard Academy
(w) 860-444-8285
(c) 703-340-7904

mail: william.g.kelly@uscg.mil
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

Wester, Richard J CAPT
Kelly, William G RADM

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

MCPO Verhulst
Monday, July 19, 2021 5:30:24 PM
MCPOVerhulst EER draft.pdf
High

Admiral: Draft marks are attached. I drafted them per EPM and the Enlistments, Evaluations and
Advancements Manual guidance and I just ran the draft by EPM as well – they concurred. (b) (6)

Pending any changes or questions, I will print the final version for your signature and his. And will
also send the EER to you via the system for electronic approval.
Verhulst is confirmed for tomorrow at 1430 – trops (he does not have ODUs readily available). He
will park in my parking spot.
v/r,
Rick

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kelly, William G RADM
Vanderhaden, Jason M MCPOCG
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) ; Wester, Richard J CAPT
MCPO VerHulst
Wednesday, July 14, 2021 4:17:00 PM
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Master Chief
Hope all is well and safe travels to the west coast.
Rcvd word back from EPM earlier this week regarding the Permanent Relief for Cause for MCPO
VerHulst.
Working with the SJA and EPM to finalize the marks and appropriate Page 7 and we will plan to invite
him in, hopefully next week to finish this up and allow him to move forward with his plans.
Please let me or (b) (6), (b) (7) know if you have any questions or concerns.
(C) in on the Hill and we are thrilled to have her and her family with us!)
(P.S. CMC is moved
Take care
v/r
RADM Bill Kelly
Superintendent, U. S. Coast Guard Academy
(w) 860-444-8285
(c) 703-340-7904
mail: william.g.kelly@uscg.mil

Developing Leaders of Character for Service to our Nation
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kelly, William G RADM
Vanderhaden, Jason M MCPOCG
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C) Wester, Richard J CAPT; (b)
RE: MCPO VerHulst
Tuesday, July 20, 2021 3:29:00 PM
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(6), (b) (7)(C)

Just wrapped up our meeting.
He is doing much better and is in the process of wrapping up all of his retirement work and he’s in
the job search mode.
We chatted for a while after the business was done and I plan to support him as much as I can going
fwd.
Thanks again
v/r
RADM Bill Kelly
Superintendent, U. S. Coast Guard Academy
(w) 860-444-8285
(c) 703-340-7904
mail: william.g.kelly@uscg.mil

Developing Leaders of Character for Service to our Nation
USCGA_logo_mini

From: Vanderhaden, Jason M MCPOCG <Jason.M.Vanderhaden@uscg.mil>
Sent: Tuesday, July 20, 2021 10:27 AM
To: Kelly, William G RADM <William.G.Kelly@uscg.mil>
Cc: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
; Wester, Richard J CAPT
<Richard.J.Wester@uscg.mil>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Subject: RE: MCPO VerHulst
Good Morning Admiral,
Thank you for the heads up and I appreciate you keeping me in the loop. I have no issues with the
way ahead although I know CCG feels a little differently. I’ll work to bring him around to the reasons
why we have to go this route.
v/r
jmv
From: Kelly, William G RADM <William.G.Kelly@uscg.mil>
Sent: Monday, July 19, 2021 8:44 PM
To: Vanderhaden, Jason M MCPOCG <Jason.M.Vanderhaden@uscg.mil>
Cc: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Wester, Richard J CAPT
<Richard.J.Wester@uscg.mil>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Subject: MCPO VerHulst
Master Chief
Good evening
Wanted to let you know that MCPO VerHulst will be coming in Tuesday at 1430 to discuss the final
disposition by EPM regarding his relief for cause.
I plan to address the situation with him, provide him his Pg7, and marks and officially close out this
unfortunate situation.
He is scheduled to officially retire on 31 Aug.
We have taken steps internally to address the need for by-stander intervention at all levels of the
command and we held by-stander intervention training with the entire Superintendent’s Division in
June.
I will be working with (b) (6), (b) (7) on the best way to engage with the Mess here on board CGA.
(C) and counsel throughout.
Appreciate your support
Have a good evening.
v/r
RADM Bill Kelly
Superintendent, U. S. Coast Guard Academy
(w) 860-444-8285
(c) 703-340-7904
mail: william.g.kelly@uscg.mil
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Wester, Richard J CAPT
Kelly, William G RADM
Navy Times inquiry
Wednesday, April 28, 2021 11:38:59 AM
High

Admiral: FYSA, Navy Times/Military.com just reached out to (b) (6), (b) for an update, so per below,
(7)(C) Chief a heads up. SJA is aware.
he is responding with the below holding statement. I gave Master
(b) (6), (b) is reaching out to CG-092.
(7)(C)
v/r,
Rick
From: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2021 7:06 PM
To: Hickey, Jon P RDML <Jon.P.Hickey@uscg.mil>; Thomas, Paul F RADM
<Paul.F.Thomas@uscg.mil>; Kelly, William G RADM <William.G.Kelly@uscg.mil>; Fedor, Mark J RDML
<Mark.J.Fedor@uscg.mil>; Barata, David C CAPT <David.C.Barata@uscg.mil>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
; Moorlag, Matthew J CAPT <Matthew.J.Moorlag@uscg.mil>; (b) (6),
(b) (7)
; Raymond, Joe W CAPT
(C)
<Michael.W.Raymond@uscg.mil>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
>; Rothrock,
Gregory C CAPT <Gregory.C.Rothrock@uscg.mil>; Day, Michael H CAPT <Michael.H.Day@uscg.mil>;
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(b) (6),
(b) (6),
(7)
; Platt, Michael E CAPT <Michael.E.Platt@uscg.mil>; (b)
(b) (7)
>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Wester, Richard J CAPT <Richard.J.Wester@uscg.mil>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

; Vanderhaden, Jason M MCPOCG <Jason.M.Vanderhaden@uscg.mil>;
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Lederer, Calvin M SES <Calvin.M.Lederer@uscg.mil>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Cc: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Subject: CGA CMC Holding Statement
Good day Admirals,
The following is the CCG approved holding statement for RTQ only.

The Coast Guard Investigative Service (CGIS) is conducting an investigation into
alleged inappropriate conduct by Master Chief Brett VerHulst, assigned as the
Command Master Chief (CMC) at the Coast Guard Academy.
The Coast Guard cannot provide details at this time in order to preserve the integrity
of the investigation and to protect the Coast Guard’s ability to take appropriate final
action.
Pending the outcome of the investigation, CMC VerHulst has been temporarily
removed from his position.
--------------------------------------------

For the committee:
The Coast Guard will notify the Committee upon completion of the Convening
Authority’s final action on the case.
Very Respectfully,
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

ATL Program Reviewer
Office of Budget & Programs (CG-821)
Office: (b) (6), (b) (7)
(6), (b) (7)
Cell: (b)(C)

(C)(b) (7)(C)
(b) (6),

MCPO Ver Hulst.
Here are the details I can share with you:
Recently, the Personnel Services Center informed me of their determination to permanently relieve
Master Chief VerHulst of his duties as CMC. I informed Master Chief of the determination and CGA
re-engaged with The Day and provided a “response to query” regarding the permanent relief. Their
article is linked for your visibility. I recognize that many of you may continue to have questions about
this matter. However, CGA must protect the privacy interests of everyone involved, and I thank you
for your professionalism and understanding.
https://www.theday.com/military-news/20210723/coast-guard-academy-master-chiefpermanently-relieved-of-duties-investigation-finds-no-evidence-of-sexual-misconduct
v/r
RADM Bill Kelly
Superintendent, U. S. Coast Guard Academy
(w) 860-444-8285
(c) 703-340-7904
mail: william.g.kelly@uscg.mil
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nunan, Joanna M RADM USCG BASE NCR (USA)
Kelly, William G RADM USCG CG ACADEMY (USA)
FW: Notifications: CGA Command Master Chief Relief of Duties | CST(maj)
Friday, July 23, 2021 10:34:13 AM

Bill,
FYSA. More to follow for sure.
V/r,
Jo

From: Lake, Matthew W CAPT USCG COMDT (USA) <Matthew.W.Lake@uscg.mil>
Date: Friday, Jul 23, 2021, 10:27 AM
To: Nunan, Joanna M RADM USCG BASE NCR (USA) <Joanna.M.Nunan@uscg.mil>, Thomas, Paul F
VADM USCG (USA) <Paul.F.Thomas@uscg.mil>
Cc: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Subject: FW: Notifications: CGA Command Master Chief Relief of Duties | CST(maj)

Admirals,
FYI,
ML

From: Warren, Robert W CAPT USCG (USA) <Robert.W.Warren@uscg.mil>
Sent: Friday, July 23, 2021 7:03 AM
To: Raymond, Michael W. (Joe) RDML USCG COMDT (USA)
<Michael.W.Raymond@uscg.mil>; Lederer, Calvin M SES USCG HQS (USA)
<Calvin.M.Lederer@uscg.mil>; Platt, Michael E CAPT USCG BASE NCR
(USA) <Michael.E.Platt@uscg.mil>; Little, Ralph R CAPT USCG CGC
STRATTON (USA) <Ralph.R.Little@uscg.mil>
Cc: (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Barata, David C CAPT USCG COMDT (USA)

<David.C.Barata@uscg.mil>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Subject: Notifications: CGA Command Master Chief Relief of Duties |
CST(maj)

Sirs,
I wanted to circle back with you as I said I would following notifications.
We were able to complete most of the notifications yesterday concerning
the CGA CMC, and as we anticipated, we did get a strong/frustrated
response from CST majority.
According to (b) , upon making notifications CST(maj) requested the
investigation (6)
and associated documents related to the relief. She is
particularly interested in knowing specifics about the underlying conduct.
Based on the information they had previously received regarding this case
from unknown sources, staff is incredulous as to how this behavior could
not be classified as sexual harassment and will want to compare his
conduct against the Coast Guard’s definition. The staff also wants to
understand for how long this conduct took place and whether it was an
ongoing problem. She requested a follow-on in person brief once she has
had a chance to review the materials.
Not inconsistent with what we anticipated, but from a risk perspective we
open ourselves up here a bit… and the brief will be pretty critical as we try
to lay out the CG’s response posture here against what she perceives to
be the actual behavior.
Happy Friday.
Very Respectfully,
Rob
CAPT Robert Warren
Chief, Congressional and Governmental Affairs      
U.S. Coast Guard     
(202) 245-0521      

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wester, Richard J CAPT
Kelly, William G RADM
per text
Tuesday, April 27, 2021 9:22:51 PM

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

CAPT Rick Wester
Assistant Superintendent
U. S. Coast Guard Academy
(860) 444-8286

" (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

V/R
(b)
(6)

From:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wester, Richard J CAPT
Verhulst, Brett L MCPO USCG CG ACADEMY (USA)
RE: Request Feedback/Approval
image002.gif

Master Chief: rgr – on the not attending events – we will miss you at them. For retirement
ceremony, roger concur.   I’ll let CDiv know that you won’t be at drill or ring dance and will just cite
personal matters if that sounds good.

How are you doing? If you want to chat anytime, let me know – schedule isn’t too busy today.

v/r,
rjw

From: VerHulst, Brett L CMC <Brett.L.VerHulst@uscg.mil>
Sent: Friday, April 23, 2021 7:58 AM
To: Wester, Richard J CAPT <Richard.J.Wester@uscg.mil>
Subject: Request Feedback/Approval

CAPT, good morning. Request your concurrence with the below– I was
going to send this in an e-mail today to anyone who has RSVP’d for my
ceremony:
“To all, good morning.
Unfortunately, due to personal matters I will not be having a retirement
ceremony on the 14th of May. If something can be rescheduled, I will keep
you posted.
To those who have RSVP’d I am truly sorry for the inconvenience,
particularly for those who had planned to travel from out of state – I hope
it’s still early enough where tickets haven’t been purchased or at least can
be refunded or re-routed.
As I said before, your support has been so important to me over the years
and that won’t change, ceremony or not.
Thank you!”
I also have a meeting with my project officers today that was already on
the calendar…I’ll let them know at that meeting.

Finally, I respectfully request not to attend events/meetings until things
are adjudicated – I think that was probably the plan anyway? As I said,
next week is supposed to be my last full week in the office for all intents
and purposes anyway.
Thanks sir.
v/r,
MC
CMC Brett VerHulst
USCG Academy
15 Mohegan Avenue
New London, CT 06320
Cell: (b) (6), (b) (7)
(C)
(b) (6), (b) (7)
Work:
(C)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

Kelly, William G RADM
RE: Request for info from The Day - CMC Case
Monday, June 14, 2021 4:07:15 PM
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Sir:
(b) (5)

v/r,
SJA
From: Kelly, William G RADM <William.G.Kelly@uscg.mil>
Sent: Monday, June 14, 2021 1:59 PM
To: Raymond, Michael W RDML <Michael.W.Raymond@uscg.mil>; Nunan, Joanna M RADM
<Joanna.M.Nunan@uscg.mil>
Cc: Wester, Richard J CAPT <Richard.J.Wester@uscg.mil>; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
; (b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
Subject: Request for info from The Day - CMC Case
Joe, Jo
Greetings
We rcvd an inquiry from The Day today regarding the CMC case.
The reporter had filed a FOIA rqst and rcvd the results today. In the FOIA rqst from CGIS it states
something to the effect “criminal investigation is ongoing…” Reporter is asking around and trying to
ascertain the facts and she is trying to roll out a story tomorrow (deadline 1700 this evening).
My staff is working with HQ and trying to ID the right person in 092 (looks like O6 is out on
leave/TDY).
Status of the case:
CGIS investigation is closed, but not final.
CGA sent final determination ltr to PSC late last week.
PSC in receipt and working final determination on Permanent Relief for Cause (anticipate response
over the next 30 days).
Final UCMJ action by me pends determination from PSC.
Our staff is reaching out to 092 with a proposed approach for engaging the reporter.
I’m available to discuss as needed.
Thanks
Bill
v/r
RADM Bill Kelly
Superintendent, U. S. Coast Guard Academy
(w) 860-444-8285
(c) 703-340-7904
mail: william.g.kelly@uscg.mil

Greetings
We rcvd an inquiry from The Day today regarding the CMC case.
The reporter had filed a FOIA rqst and rcvd the results today. In the FOIA rqst from CGIS it states
something to the effect “criminal investigation is ongoing…” Reporter is asking around and trying to
ascertain the facts and she is trying to roll out a story tomorrow (deadline 1700 this evening).
My staff is working with HQ and trying to ID the right person in 092 (looks like O6 is out on
leave/TDY).
Status of the case:
CGIS investigation is closed, but not final.
CGA sent final determination ltr to PSC late last week.
PSC in receipt and working final determination on Permanent Relief for Cause (anticipate response
over the next 30 days).
Final UCMJ action by me pends determination from PSC.
Our staff is reaching out to 092 with a proposed approach for engaging the reporter.
I’m available to discuss as needed.
Thanks
Bill
v/r
RADM Bill Kelly
Superintendent, U. S. Coast Guard Academy
(w) 860-444-8285
(c) 703-340-7904
mail: william.g.kelly@uscg.mil
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Kelly
Kelly William G RADM
[Non-DoD Source] U.S. Coast Guard Academy command master chief resigns
Tuesday, April 27, 2021 2:16:43 PM

https://urldefense proofpoint com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www navytimes com_news_your-2Dnavy_2021_04_27_us-2Dcoast-2Dguard-2Dacademy-2Dcommand-2Dmaster-2Dchief2Dresigns_&d=DwIFAg&c=tnPw9yRHa20_HV5YVoVFtg&r=3jd9DMTSnuaStfEJQqwuEaJSXPABeZESgvOqwKXAtVQ&m=J8fmQrUFVW7_lT3c9iHVtjKF2bzvkdOYXbnagouuQs&s=wIwGyBuUlmBTFcbp-VVYemg_gf6GEtag_7tq0DfGevA&e=
Sent from my iPhone

